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Synopsis

Style matters when you're built big! This guide addresses the specific clothing needs of men who are broad, heavyset, bulky, and in any way too large for the "average" sizes of off-the-rack clothing. Learn what clothes can do for a large man (and what they can't) in a straightforward, honest guide with custom illustrations. The experts from "Real Men Real Style" tackle the big man's clothing needs, from fit to fabric to simple style upgrades that make a huge difference. Over 50 pages of original advice and illustration, in an expanded second edition with new information on dressing during weight changes, stores and brands for the large man, and more!
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Customer Reviews

This was a great guide for those of us who are big men. Much of what Mr. Centeno said is intuitive from looking carefully in a mirror and much of what he suggests I have already been doing, I have had a well-trimmed beard for many years, I have used braces on dress pants for ages, I have worn fedoras since early in college, and while I like clothes a tad loose and comfortable, I don't like them sloppy. Since the devil is in the details, I appreciated the detailed ideas and suggestions, some of which I hadn't thought about before such as the size of accessories, what is a good fabric for a suit,
and wearing overalls for working. The other day I put on a watch I've had for more than 30 years, from when I was much smaller; it is a small watch and at my size now it looks like I'm wearing a woman's watch. I had forgotten about bibbers; I once intentionally bought a pair two sizes too big and they were the most comfortable things to use when working around the house or gardening or cleaning the garage. And they had lots of pockets! The two bits of advice I may ignore is regarding khakis and cuffs. One of the fundamentals in my wardrobe for the past forty years, since graduating from college, has been twill khaki chinos. I dress them up a half step with a white or light blue oxford cloth shirt with a button-down collar and dress them down a half a step with an indigo chambray shirt. My father knew of the practicality of twill chinos from his WWII Army uniform and this was reinforced for me as I was in one of the last groups to be issued twill khaki uniforms in the Air Force. My grandfathers wore cuffs, my father wore cuffs, I have always had cuffs on my suits and usually on my chinos. Some habits are too ingrained, or maybe too comfortable, to change. Finally, Mr.
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